
WELCOME TO THE VALLEYS
The Valleys is one of the largest two nations on Elassar and one of three with a clear progressive 
agenda, wanting to make the world a better place for everyone. Here is how The Valleys will be 
presented in the upcoming Champions of the Eternities campaign setting. It is a work in progress 
and things may change in the runup to publication.



THE VALLEYS
The largest of the human dominated nations of the south is a nation of many countries, ruled by a 
kingdom, and it differs a lot from country to country. Well patrolled roads keep the civilized areas 
safe but beyond these are vast areas of unexplored wilderness with untold dangers. People from 
many races and cultures can be found here, especially in the large cities. Two of the three large 
knightly orders have their headquarters here.
  The nation spends a lot of its resources on improving its infrastructure, increasing its knowledge 
and improving the lives of its citizens. They gladly accept anyone who wants to join in their efforts. 
Valley folk are seen as hard working and proud of their country.

Capitol: Elass, population 15113.
Population: 1000000. Humans (73%), halflings (11%), gnomes (5%), half-elves (3%), dwarves 
(3%).
Government: Kingdom with noble lords and local royalty as vassals.
Technology: High medieval. (Cannons, water and windmills, cranes, vaulted constructions.)
Import: Luxury foods from Everheath, fine fabrics from the Marikovian Empire, some metals, 
gems and beverages from Tarkia.
Export: Grains and flours to Everheath and Tarkia, food stock and some beverages to Tarkia.
Climate: Subtropical.

SPEAKING OF "THE VALLEYS"
It can be confusing that the same names are used for a region as well as nations, or cities and 
countries so this section explains how this works.
  The Valleys in general is the large area east of The Everheath, south of Tarkia and north of the 
elven nations. It is also the name of a country and alliance that consists of many nations with 
different connections to the nation of Elass. Elass is the nation and also the name of the capitol of 
that nation and of The Valleys. To separate these we use the Valleys (lowercase t in the) as the area, 
and The Valleys (Capitol T in The)as the nation to make things simple. As for Elass, the city is 
called the city of Elass to separate it from the nation.

The nation of The Valleys is an alliance of many smaller nations founded by the current kings 
grandfather. Every subsequent king has slowly expanded the territory and today it is the largest 
human dominated country in the southern part of the continent.
  The regents have prioritized the integration of other nations and having as good cooperation with 
them as possible. Because of this a good network of well-patrolled roads has been constructed, a 
common coinage and weight and measurements systems has been introduced and implemented, and
they have been quick to help when needed. Efforts has been made to make Elass the center for 
higher learning, and to have all children across the nation attend school between the ages of 7 and 
12. The goal of all this is to make a nation open for everyone, with a high standard of living without
suppressing personal freedom (which they think that the Marikovian Empire and the Garrik Nation 
does).
  Most countries that are a part of The Valleys are hereditary kingdoms where royal nobles rule, and 
within each nation different organizations exist, but most have fiefs, ruled by vassals.
  There are few cities in the nation with 10 having over 5000 inhabitants, and Elass is the largest by 
far with its 15113 inhabitants. The majority of people live in villages of 300-1000 inhabitants that 
are clustered together, close to a mine or in fertile areas within a few days walking distance of other 
villages. In the areas that are patrolled, like along the major trade routes there's no longer a need for 
walls or palisades, but most other areas need them to fend off the dangerous animals and creatures 
that live in the wilderness. Elass, while in a safe area has a wall as it faces potential threat being a 
capitol, but the wall construction can't keep pace with the building of new houses.
  Buildings in the nation are adapted to the region which they are in and there's no common type of 



construction. Stone constructions are becoming more popular and the various seats of power and 
houses of the nobility use more rare types of stone to show off. The country is growing and there's 
something of a building boom with timbers flowing from the forests to the villages and towns. 
Apart from buildings, new roads, bridges and tunnels are being constructed.
  Villages are the most common type of settlements with most inhabitants farmers. Farmers tend to 
be somewhat specialized, meaning that some only grow grains, another has only cows and so on 
and everything produced is divided up among the villagers. In some central areas several villages 
share in this divvying up of goods.

KING RODDNAR
King Roddnar of the House of Orim is The Valleys
current king, a human. He is in his forties and active in
the development of the nation and the going ons. Eight
out of the twelve months he spends on the road, visiting
his subjects, his allies, or in the field when something
really dangerous shows up. The rest of the time is spent
in Elass, overseeing the nations projects.
  His queen Lintesse is a tiefling said to come from
another Eternity by way of a crashed star faring ship
and is often seen by his side. They have a teen daughter,
princess Adara, who trains with the royal guard.
  Roddnar is the first king of the nation of The Valleys to
have to take to the field to quell a rebellion where some
dukes and counts tried to create their own nation out of
their own and some others territories. The rebellion was
not a popular one even in the rebel leaders own areas
and came as a real shock to most people. Despite this
event, Roddnar is safe on his throne, being perhaps the
most popular regent on the continent.
  Roddnar's stats and more information is in several of
the adventures in the Darkness Comes Campaign.

THE SHORT HISTORY OF THE VALLEYS
The Valleys as a nation was founded by Orim the Great for little over 100 years ago from a previous
alliance of nations fighting to turn back a trollfolk invasion. Orim became the first king and chose 
Elass as his capitol. These first nations became a fully unified country during his lifetime and is the 
core of the nation of Elass today. The names of the old nations live on as fiefs and are still ruled by 
descendants of the original kings today, but now their titles are prince or princess.
  After him came king Nefets who expanded the nation partly by settling previous wild areas and 
partly by offering alliances with nations close by. Some of these are still independent nations within 
the region and some have joined with Elass. There are also those nations who has become larger by 
their own alliances. Some of these alliances are the results of political decisions and others by way 
of marriages between royal families.
  Roddnars father, Darl, is the one that has expanded The Valleys territory the most, focusing on the 
west, but still he is mostly remembered as the king who fathered the most children with 39 with 4 
queens and 10 other women in 14 different nations in The Valleys. Roddnar has good relations with 
most of his siblings, 10 of which live in Elass.
  Before the founding the Valleys consisted of 50 small countries, most of them in the eastern 
region.

The map on the next pages is the player map and will be in english. A more accurate Dungeon 
Master map will also be included.







NATIONS WITHIN NATIONS
The region called the Valleys consists of 139 known nations of which 89 are in The Valleys as an 
alliance. The other nation encompass hostile nations, neutral ones, friendly ones and some with 
diplomatic ties and some common decrees. Humans are the dominant species but all known ones 
exist somewhere in the area. Most of the area is still unexplored but close to half has been visited by
map makers and expeditionary forces. Some of the nations of the Valleys are presented here.
Elass. This country is the heart of The Valleys and the capitol, Elass is ruled over directly by the 
king as his personal fief. Most of it is rocky with large mountain regions but a big fertile field and 
some hills means there is no fear of overpopulation. The nation is one of the most developed and  
has people from across the world. It has the third largest area of the nations in The Valleys.
Montraro. A newly discovered and newly inducted ally to The Valleys. Montraro lies in the high 
mountains in the south, near the vast elven jungles They have been very isolated and speak their 
own language which is distinct from all other known languages, even though some words are shared
with the common tongue. Montraro itself is a large ruin city of unknown origins where food is 
grown in terraces and some mountain animals are kept. Currently a road is being constructed 
between Montraro and Edervie which is the closest The Valleys nation. Montraro has no king and is
instead ruled by a small council of older women. They don't divide their nation in different region, 
but instead each woman is responsible for important interests, such as food, protection, construction
and so on.
Vonn. Vonn is one of the nations that has been a part of The Valleys for a long time and is 
somewhat of a typical nation for the region. It lies in the middle of the Valleys-area, in the north, 
bordering Tarkia. They have their own culture with many unique traditions but they are happy and 
proud to be a part of The Valleys. The country is known for its hard working citizens and 
knowledge of mountaineering and mining so they are involved with tunneling and building 
mountain roads together with some of their neighbors The countrys kings have always had great 
power and their own styles as local regents. Many have prioritized results over nepotism and their 
own fiefs are governed by competent council members, fighting men and the like.
 The current king is king Von who is known for his candor and his intolerance of incompetence. He 
has two sons and three daughters who have been sent to Elass to get a thorough education.
  Most people in Vonn are humans but there are also gnomes and halflings and sometimes groups of 
dwarves are visting. Traditionally most of the population lived in natural and manmade caves, but 
today about half live in modern houses with caves used as refuges in case of emergencies.
  More nations are described in the Darkness Comes campaign.

CITY OF ELASS
The capitol sits in an area of brown orange rock and earth and its is built mostly of this stone and 
carved out of the rock. It lies high above sea level surrounded by fields and a dwindling mixed 
forest. The first citizens of the area lived in the rock in manmade caves but today that is used for 
storage and as a means of getting around, especially in the rain period.
  The city is large and lacks planning except for some areas, and this is something that has begun 
being rectified by building bridgesand tunnels to help increase mobility in the city. The city center is
the great plaza where a large portal from The Ancients stand. The portal leads to the Dalemoot, a 
city far away to the west. It has been built over and guards keep a close watch so no stray animals or
children get through. It's one way only but it's thought that it once was possible to go both ways. 
Around the portal building hundreds of stands and stalls sells anything one needs. A lot of these 
market stalls are only showrooms from which you order and pick up a finished item. Foodstuff are 
kept on site but things like smith's wares, clayware and large orders of baked goods are made 
elsewhere. Except for the royal quarters there's no areas specialized in one thing or another and 
averything is very spread out. The royal quarters has the old castle, a large wooden longhouse and 
the new royal palace which is under construction. The longhouse now houses the royal guard.
  The city has a shallow harbor where barges load and offload, and travel between the harbor and the
grand harbor where larger ships arrive can lay anchor. The same river that brings the barges to the 



city continues through the city before cascading down steep cliffs into the lower harbor where 
Mirror river starts. River boats bring travellers and goods into the Westerdale. Goods are brought 
between the city and lower harbor by large cranes, and by foot through the old city caves.
  The royal library is despite its name not in the royal quarters. It's a large building and it has the 
next largest collection of writing on the continent (the largest belongs to the Marikovian imperial 
academy library). It's only open to people with permission from the king.
  The royal zoo has beings and animals from across the world and is open to the public. It's a mix of 
living creatures, stuffed creatures and some which are just arranged bones. They accept new 
creatures and pay good rewards for them. Next door is the Royal university's biology department 
and academic halls.
  The explorers guild is a part of the royal university and a combined school and muesum. It's open 
to small groups of visitors and to students and teachers at the university. Here is collected maps, 
travel journeys and unique items from cultures from the entire world. It is the only place of learning
in the world  that teach archeology and the students are expected to take part in digs and 
expeditions.
  The grand stadium is one of four arenas in the city and dedicated to sporting events and military 
training. (The other stadiums are used for sports, music, poetry and theatre.) It fits 2000 seated 
people and about the same standing. With the help of magic it can be used for knightly tournaments 
which uses solid ground and combat training using ships and rowing contests that use water. Every 
10 years a large national celebration is held and the most popular events are held here.
  The common people live in square or rectangular buldings with stone walls and wooden interior 
walls and roof. They have four rooms, the parents bedroom, childrens bedroom, a common room 
and a kitchen. It's not unusual to have the kitchen and common room being one large room, with s 
small height difference indicating where one ends. Stairs lead up to a second floor where clothes are
hung to dry, where spices and flowers are grown and sometimes, animals are kept. This floor has it's
own slanted roof with wide sides held up by four poles and used only to keep water from the house 
proper.
  Small grooves in streets lead rain water down to the caves which has its own system for getting 
water out of them and into the water fall.

A map of the city will be included in the final product.

TERRITORIES IN THE VALLEYS REGION
The Valleys as a nation is surrounded and interspersed by small nations and territories and many of 
them are independent. In total it's estimated that about 1000000 people live here. An additional 
2000000 less civilized people live in and outside the nations but in the Valleys region.

CULTURE
The Valleys accepts people of any species, race or nation and there are many opportunities for those
that wants to contribute knowledge, will, physical power or some other talent. The nations citizens 
are proud of their country and its progress, but not as eager to mention it as the citizens of the 
Empire.
  Due to the size and many different people of The Valleys there is no common culture to speak of. 
Cultures intermix and ideas are shared, slowly changing societies across the region but still things 
can be very different in different areas. Presented here are a few cultural groups.
Elassans. This group is the majority group in the central nation of Elass. They value cooperation, 
friendliness and freedom. Elassans know that you have to work to reach your goals and that you 
might have to sacrifice some freedoms for the greater good of the community. Elassans value family
and usually live in large multi generational houses, or close by. Most gather the entire family at 
dinner time or at least for a weekend meal. On their time off they usually play outdoor games, play 
music, sing and dance.
  Elassans favor brightly colored fabrics and usually wear lots of them instead of using patterns. 



Jewelry is often large and use mixed materials and colors. Women wear their hair long and men 
keep theirs above the shoulders. Beards are common.
  Their cuisine is simple, some kind of staple food, some vegetables and meat or fish, all cooked is 
the majority of their diet. During festive events it gets a little bit more elaborate with grilled meats, 
pies and such.
  Elassans dislike inequality, unfair treatment and the thought that might makes right.
Vonnans. Hard working and soft spoken, Vonnan humans value cooperation, competence and fair 
treatment. Vonnans are used to work hard and will do so as long as the goal is a good one. They 
favor utility over beauty or grandization and are happy to leave the finishing work to their halfling 
or gnomish neighbours. They gather in family units of the immediate family and sometimes elderly 
parents who often take care of children since the parents are often away weeks or months at a time 
on work projects. Those that work far away make sure to stay at least a month or so at home before 
going away again. Children start accompanying their parents a around age 10 and most continue in 
their parents line of work.
  Vonnans sense of practicality extends to their clothing which is kept in their natural colors and 
designed to aid, or at least not hinder their work. In warmer climates they wear simple long shirts, 
or skirts/kilts. A lot of their clothing and accessories are made out of the grey leather of vonnan 
mountain goats. The major difference between everyday clothes and their finer wear is that the 
normal clothes are usually patched and repaired many times.
  In their free time Vonnans like to sing, swim and enjoy nature. Their cuisine is meat and dairy, 
with vegetables and sometimes fruit usually reserved for weekend meals. In the south where there's 
more arable land it's eaten everyday. 
Montrarans. Montraran society is more controlled than most in one sense. The council oversees 
the country and decides what is needed so people are assigned tasks to carry out and work until 
completed and then reassigned. While this limits freedom of choice it allows for more free time for 
most people. Local council representatives are responsible for assignments and one can change 
assigments if someone wants to trade assignments.
  Free time is usually spent with more or less competative play or some personal interest. Families, 
younger parents and children, live together but children have day care som that parents are able to 
work. Children are the entire community's responsibility and from age 1 to 12 they are in day care 
and are taught the nations traditions, history and basic skills.
  Weekend, thursdays by the main Valleys calendar, is the day of thanks and on the afternoon large 
rituals thanking the spirits and gods are held, followed by large communal meals.
  Montrarans dress for the occasion, usually with layered colored fabrics, but on hot days off they 
wear nothing. Jewelry is worn on important events and consists of decorated shells, bright feathers, 
and ceramic details.
  They are friendly and welcoming, and more spontanous than most.
Iungolians. Iungolian society as such is relatively new. Most of the time Iungolians live in separate 
tribes with a common past but with their own rules, laws and philosophies but the last few decades 
has seen the need for a unified front, resulting in the construction of an embassy city and a common 
set of laws. For those that live there it has led to them adopting common traits. 
  The tribes provide food for the city and most eat a mix of fruits, meats (raw or grilled) and 
vegetables out of bowls with each mix of ingredients having their own name.
  All tribes believe in ever present spirits and perform small rituals as part of their everyday life such
as bowing and greeting their houses for protecting them, closing their eyes and thanking their food 
for sustaining them and so on. Similar rituals are part of their interaction beteen themselves and 
other intelligent beings and while they don't expect others to learn and perform the rituals, they do 
expect to be respected.
  Each day has its own spirit and lends itself to doing certain things and avoiding certain things. 
Saturdays and sundays are not for cleaning clothes, but are suitable for repairing them for example. 
These are not laws that must be followed but unless there's an urgent need most Iungolians will 
follow their spirits wishes.



  They wear clothes suited to the task, wearing only simple loinclothes when hunting, and more 
elaborate clothing with painted patterns on their skins for communal events. The everyday wear is a
simple sheet of fabric with a hole for the head in the middle, held together by a belt at the waist.
  Free time is spent with the family playing with kids or teaching them usable skills. 

THE YEAR IN THE VALLEYS
This section describes important events, reoccuring events, holidays and the like for The Valleys 
region. Each separate nation within the nation usually has at least one holiday celebrating the 
nations founding, the current regents birthday or similar.
January 1st: queen's day. One week holiday with public art expressions like musical concerts, 
acrobats and such.
June 1st: king's day. One day holiday with market days before and after.
August 17th: orim's day. Celebrates the royal ancestor who founded the nation.
November 1st: heroes day: celebrations with sports events celebrating individuals who have done 
the nation great services.

NAMES IN THE VALLEYS
First names Surnames/family names
Adaram, Aletta, Alve Adaramsson, Adaramsdaughter
Bomon, Bomona, Bemon and so on.
Camina, Camoron, Crineger
Dara, Deora, Deon Of Village/City/Region
Edara, Eldara, Eldur
Feor, Fergus, Fora
Garum, Gernt, Gula
Hamer, Hana, Hinue
Ikkara, Ivas, Ivy
Jarna, Jeni, Jolgar
Karnita, Kaman, Kentor
Lenaress, Linon, Lona
Marton, Merdon, Minea
Nalkidun, Nedon, Nidora
Oder, Ovar, Orla
Pogger, Puni
Qinna, Qudeom
Ramana, Redana, Roddnar
Sara, Sanra, Sira, Sederum
Tarna, Taren, Tellara
Uvar, Ungmi
Vektar, Vintera
Xedom, Xera
Yara, Yarla
Zardun, Zevaria


